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Italian m
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alism
   45

-degree charm
. 

Maxim is simple in style, exquisite in material, and 
excellent in performance. You can feel the elegant 
glamour of Italian minimalism gradually fills the air.

Indulge you with a simple 
yet splendid Italian-style 
charm from now on. 

Maxim
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The more complexities you 
give up, the purer what left 
behind. 

Maxim

As glitz fades away,
it’s simplicity
that makes your life meaningful. 
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Sleek lines constitute vibrant spaces.
A good taste is unveiled through details.
When affordable luxury meets Italian minimalism, 
aesthetics is wielded to the extreme. 

Simple yet excellent 
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As the moon waxes only to wane,1/3 
of the space under the desk is left 
empty,striking a perfect balance 
between light and shadow. 

The widom of the doctrine of the 
mean is manifested. 
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1. Flip-up wire box, neat and 
clean.

2. 45° beveled handle, smooth and 

quiet.

3.  Invisible small drawer, private and 
exquisite.
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45° charm 

45° contour constitutes a dynamic scene of ups and 
downs.With artistic elements bled in, it’s a quite 
romantic space.

Maxim
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The whole series embraces a minimalism attitude. 
Linear elements display the purest aesthetics. 

Simple in style
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The pursuit of quality is 
revealed through details. 

Refined wooden grain looks natural 
and warm.Grey leather panel presents 
a unique aura.And geometric lines 
exemplify golden ratio aesthetics. 
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Maxim
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Kaleidoscope • Relaxation

Cold aluminum and warm wood veneer together 

create a dynamic space. 

Maxim

Executive series in white oak and meteor 
grey looks dainty and exquisite,
a perfect match for the side cabinet. 
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Order • Freedom 
Semi-open cabinet features both display and storage,
highlighting the owner’s passion for life,
and a genteel manner. 
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Gray glass storage cabinet 
Open display cabinet 

Side wardrobe 

Private file cabinet 
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Slender meeting table
helps to create a formal atmosphere, 
and depicts the joy of peaceful 
negotiations.  
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We always take pride in and 
stand by craftsmanship. 

Maxim
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Symmetrical flip-up wire boxes at both sides 
make sure no wire is exposed.  

Maxim
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Occasional table with Roman column 
offers an ideal place for you
to talk, meditate, and read.
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DR75-2.240120
W2400*D1200*H750(mm)

DR76-2.300120
W3000*D1200*H750(mm)

DR77-2.360135
W3600*D1350*H750(mm)

DR78-2.480160
W4800*D1600*H750(mm)

 Desk Conference table

DR82-2.160075
W1600*D750*H750(mm)

DR84R-2.180160
W1800*D1600*H750(mm)

DR88R-2.296220
W2960*D2200*H750(mm)

DR86R-2.220180
W2200*D1800*H750(mm)

DR86L-2.220180
W2200*D1800*H750(mm)

DR84L-2.180160
W1800*D1600*H750(mm)

DR88L-2.296220
W2960*D2200*H750(mm)

DR85L-2.200160
W2000*D1600*H750(mm)

DR83L-2.160160
W1600*D1600*H750(mm)

DR87L-2.256220
W2560*D2200*H750(mm)

DR87R-2.256220
W2560*D2200*H750(mm)

DR83R-2.160160
W1600*D1600*H750(mm)

DR85R-2.200160
W2000*D1600*H750(mm)

DR97L.262040
W2620*D1950*H400(mm)W3100*D1950*H400(mm)

DR98R-2.310040
W3100*D1950*H400(mm)

DR98L-2.310040 DR97R-2.262040
W2620*D1950*H400(mm)

  File cabinet

DR70-2.110110 DR70-2.950950
W1100*D1100*H750(mm) W950*D950*H750(mm)

Occasional table

Given that products may be updated constantly, no further notice will be given in 
regard of changes in specification, and the real product shall be considered as final.

Material

S-53 Felix walnut S-53 Felix walnut

S-53 Felix walnutS-53 Felix walnut

S-77 White 
oak

S-77 White 
oak

DR88-87） Desktop 
color

（DR86-82） Desktop 
color

DR75-78） Conference 
table colorFile cabinet color

S-59 
Meteor grey

S-59 
Meteor grey

S-59 
Meteor grey

S-59 
Meteor grey

Auxiliary color Auxiliary color

Auxiliary colorAuxiliary color




